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Is ‘good defence’ an oxymoron?

As one who was directly involved in the genesis of the EU’s European Security 
and Defence Policy (ESDP) in 1999,1 this author can testify that no one talked 
much at the time about doing something for the ‘good of the world’. A lot of 
people were thinking about the good of Europe: shocked by the events in Kosovo 
and the Europeans’ lack of capacity to master that crisis, they sought new crisis 
management capabilities for Europe to use on its own chosen ground and under 
its own control in future. Many others were thinking of the good of NATO and 
of US–European relations, convinced that Atlantic ties would in the last resort be 
stronger if Europeans shouldered more of the burden of their own security. Some 
were simply hoping to get the Germans to make more effort in defence. There was 
remarkably little public debate on the initiative, and even less about the ethical 
implications of what the EU was doing. Sweden and Finland were, in fact, among 
the few EU members to show misgivings going somewhat beyond their national 
concerns to keep the EU’s new military dimension within bounds compatible with 
their non-membership of NATO. Sweden in particular questioned the implied 
‘militarizing’ of the Union’s nature, governance and image, and was instrumental 
in promoting a simultaneous decision to develop EU civilian crisis management 
capabilities. The non-NATO nations, with others, also worked to place language 
in the ESDP’s constituent documents about EU-led forces acting ‘in accordance 
with the principles of the United Nations Charter and the OSCE Charter of 
European Security [‘Paris Charter’]’.2 France and Britain, the originators of the 
initiative, did what they could to water down this wording and to remain as vague 
as possible about the geographical scope as well as the legal base of future ESDP 
missions.

Still today, and not only in northern Europe, some might perceive a basic 
contradiction between the EU’s presenting itself as a force for good—including 

1 The reference is to the decisions enshrined in the Presidency Conclusions of the Helsinki European Council, 
10–11 Dec. 1999, part II and annex IV, http://ue.eu.int/ueDocs/cms_Data/docs/pressData/en/ec/ACFA4C.
htm, accessed 19 Nov. 2007.

2 Language from annexes I–IV, ibid. Earlier parts of the text which refer to the general purpose of the ESDP, 
rather than to operations, mention only the UN Charter.
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the universal good of peace—and endowing itself with a military capacity.3 At 
its most basic, however, this position rests on seeing military instruments as bad 
in themselves, and that is not a view that any European country has embraced in 
modern historical times.4 The ethical questions over the use of force and what if 
anything constitutes a ‘just war’ have, rather, shifted in nature as the continent’s 
strategic realities have changed. In the Cold War, West Europeans either in NATO 
or nationally maintained their armed forces as a defensive shield, and the East–
West strategic deadlock effectively prevented these forces ever being used—unless 
for peacekeeping and other unrelated, usually neo-colonial, purposes overseas. 
Ethically charged protest movements were typically directed against the use of 
military means of defence per se, or the nuclear dimension or new force improve-
ments. Since the end of the Cold War, when Europe gained an exportable surplus 
of security, the focus has shifted from the shield to the active sword, or rather the 
use of European military force as a scalpel: to perform surgery in crises threatening 
the life of other communities and nations and thus open the way for their recovery. 
The policy issues debated today—all with ethical and often legal overtones—are 
how to judge the moment and the place to intervene (given that neither resources 
nor political will allow every ethically plausible need for intervention to be met), 
what degree of consent or other legal authority is necessary, how invasive the 
operation should be, whether it is correctly performed and how to ensure the 
patient recovers.

The ESDP was explicitly framed at its creation in terms of such—optional, 
and notionally altruistic—crisis intervention, reflecting the dominant trend not 
just in the evolving defence philosophies of its member states but in the profiles 
of several other regional institutions.5 After a slow start in 2000–2002, it launched 
its initial police and military interventions in the arena of the western Balkans, 
where many EU members had long been operating both under a NATO flag and 
in earlier non-military EU and Western European Union (WEU) guises.6 Two of 
the first EU operations were actually taken over from NATO,7 making it harder to 
raise questions of principle about their propriety, although the locals notoriously 
had misgivings related to the EU’s competence and strategic backup. The EU’s first 
non-European mission, Operation Artemis in the Democratic Republic of Congo 
in 2003, was placed in a classic peacekeeping context involving close coopera-
tion with the UN: again, a scenario unlikely to prompt much ethical debate. 
Of the burgeoning range of subsequent operations, which have included several 
new variants of non-military intervention, the largest has been in the Indonesian 

3 The EU by its 1999 decisions joined a rather small group of ‘militarized’ international institutions, in Europe 
comprising only NATO and the post-Soviet Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO).

4 Only Iceland among the NATO and EU member states has no armed forces of its own.
5 Examples are the African Union (AU) and, more recently, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 

(ASEAN). 
6 The reference is to the EU Monitoring Mission (EUMM) in former Yugoslavia, and WEU actions such as the 

police training mission in Albania (MAPE) and a small mission for de-mining training in Croatia.
7 These were the precautionary military deployment in the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (Opera-

tion Concordia), completed by December 2003 and now replaced by a police mission, and the EU takeover 
of NATO’s SFOR operation in Bosnia and Herzegovina (in December 2004) under the name of EUFOR 
Althea.
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province of Aceh and was once more framed in a classical ‘peacekeeping’ mould 
with strong local consent. The next major commitment currently on the drawing-
board, an EU takeover of peacekeeping responsibility in Kosovo following some 
form of independence for that territory, would fall back into the familiar rut of 
West European ‘tutelage’ of the western Balkans.

For all these practical reasons, debate on the ‘goodness’ or ethical quality of 
the ESDP has occupied scarcely a fraction of the rich literature generated on that 
policy since 1999. That is not to say that the issue does not exist, at several levels. It 
is still possible to stand back and ask whether it was appropriate and useful for an 
international actor of the EU’s type to take on this particular attribute and respon-
sibility at this stage in history, and how any—inherent or outwardly perceived—
‘goodness’ of the EU as an institution is affected thereby. Second, one can ask 
whether the EU’s choice and conduct of ESDP operations has lived up to its own 
stated principles and to the normative desiderata that are most often cited in the 
international debate on intervention:8 altruistic or other ‘pure’ intent, including 
concern for peace, human security and human rights;9 force as a last resort, and 
proportionality of action; respect for specific international-legal norms during the 
operation; professionalism and efficiency and so forth. These two sets of issues are 
covered in the central and longest part of the present article. The closing sections, 
however, address three further questions even less often debated: the EU’s handling 
of armaments and disarmament questions; the connection with internal security 
goals; and the question of accountability as reflected in political and democratic 
control. The treatment of all these topics is based on a ‘practitioner’ discourse, 
that is to say, on the statements and standards produced by the EU itself (or other 
relevant institutions) and the terms in which normative aspects are debated in the 
policy process—including media and parliamentary comment—rather than on 
any theoretical model of international governance.

The ESDP as part of EU strategy and global action

The clearest statement yet of where the military tool fits into the EU’s general 
strategic thinking and conception of its place in the world comes from the Security 
Strategy document adopted by EU leaders in December 2003.10 Created under 
the shadow of ‘pre-emptive’ US actions and the rift in the EU’s own ranks over 
Iraq, this paper spells out that the EU seeks to promote universal goods of peace, 
stability, development and human rights, and that wherever possible, notably in its 

8 There is a clear set of such guidelines in the 2004 report of the UN Secretary General’s High Level Panel on 
global threats and challenges, ‘A more secure world: our shared responsibility’, www.vmpeace.org/pages/
hllp_report.htm, accessed 15 Oct. 2007.

9 For prescriptions on intervention motivated by human security, directed specifically to the EU, see ‘A human 
security doctrine for Europe: the Barcelona report of the study group on Europe’s security capabilities’, http://
www.lse.ac.uk/Depts/global/Publications/HumanSecurityDoctrine.pdf, accessed 15 Oct. 2007.

10 ‘A secure Europe in a better world’, adopted by the European Council 12 Dec. 2003, http://ue.euint/uedocs/
cms_data/docs/2004/4/29/European%20Security%20Strategy.pdf, accessed 15 Oct. 2007. For a fuller analysis 
of the Strategy see Alyson J. K. Bailes, ‘The European Security Strategy: an evolutionary history’, SIPRI 
policy paper 10, Feb. 2005, http://www.sipri.org, accessed 15 Oct. 2007. 
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own neighbourhood areas, will do so cooperatively. (The Strategy does not actually 
contain the word ‘enemy’.) Europeans believe in tackling security challenges by 
methods of ‘effective multilateralism’, under the ultimate authority of the United 
Nations. They further believe that no problem can be solved by military force 
alone, and that military methods must be used only as a last-resort adjunct of 
other, ‘peaceful’, diplomatic, political, economic and humanitarian measures. All 
these points were stressed partly as a deliberate contrast to and implicit criticism 
of the US National Security Strategy of 2002, which assigns a far greater role to 
military power, and claims much greater freedom for Washington to use force for 
its own purposes on its own authority.11 It is hard to imagine any regional inter-
governmental institution having a more high-minded and correct prescription than 
the EU’s for military activity, although the African Union (for example) is equally 
high-principled, mutatis mutandis, in its founding documents.12

These basic preferences of the EU for non-coercive methods, friendly relation-
ships and almost exclusive reliance on civilian power are not just a matter of words. 
Most outside observers would characterize the Union as an economic giant but 
a political and military pygmy, while robust US thinkers have stigmatized it for 
its perceived ‘softness’ and inability to face up to the hard power realities of the 
world.13 Indeed, the actions of the ESDP and resources expended on it are trivial 
compared with the EU’s actions in the field of external trade and development 
assistance, or the costs its countries are shouldering to combat the dangers of global 
warming. The EU devotes diplomatic, aid and other civilian efforts to far more 
crises and countries in trouble than it is or has been engaged in militarily, and in 
the site of its current main military engagements—the western Balkans—it uses 
far more substantial non-military than military levers to influence development, 
including the ultimate inducement of accession to its own ranks.14 Within the 
ESDP itself, ten out of 14 operations launched up to mid-2007 were non-military 
ones—police operations; observer and planning missions; assistance missions in the 
fields of border control, internal law and justice (Eurojust-THEMIS in Georgia) 
and security sector reform (EUSEC Congo); and rear-echelon support and advice 
for the African Union’s deployment in Darfur, Sudan.15 On this showing, it might 
be argued that there is no case to answer in terms of the EU’s becoming over-
‘militarized’ in any meaningful sense, and certainly no risk of its losing its gener-
ally peaceful and non-threatening image by this means.

As so often with the European integration process, however, the reality is more 
complex. Honesty is also a part of ethics, and there are certainly some layers of 

11 For detailed comparisons of the ESS and NSS see Alyson J. K. Bailes, ‘EU and US strategic concepts: a mirror 
for partnership and difference?’, International Spectator 39: 1, Jan.–March 2004, and Bailes, ‘The European Secu-
rity Strategy’.

12 Constitutive Act of the African Union adopted on 11 July 2002, http://www.au2002.gov.za/docs/key_oau/
au_act.htm, accessed 15 Oct. 2007.

13 Most notoriously in Robert Kagan, ‘Power and weakness’, Policy Review no. 113, June/July 2002.
14 Council of the European Union, ‘European Council, 17–18 June 2004, European Security Strategy: Bosnia and 

Herzegovina/comprehensive policy’, document 10099/04, Brussels, 15 June 2004.
15 The military operations were in FYROM, Democratic Republic of Congo, and Bosnia and Herzegovina 

(EUFOR Althea), plus the deployment of military observers to the Aceh province of Indonesia.
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double-speak hidden in the ESDP enterprise. First, as noted above, most of the EU’s 
motives for adopting the ESDP were self-regarding in institutional and European 
political terms, rather than driven by an urge to help the suffering. A case can be 
made—on which more below—that the pattern of missions has been driven by 
self-centred motives (competition or balance with NATO, testing of capabilities) 
as much as by the calculus of humanitarian impact. Moreover, the risk of acquiring 
an over-military profile can be correctly assessed only in relative terms against the 
general picture of EU evolution; and during the period of deadlock over a new 
constitutional treaty in 2004–2006, it did sometimes rather look as if the ESDP 
was becoming the ‘locomotive’ of an otherwise stagnant Brussels community. The 
issue comes even more sharply into focus if the ESDP is linked with the EU’s major 
enlargement of 2004 and its new ‘neighbourhood policy’ ambitions as different 
aspects of the Union’s emergence as a de facto strategic power, at least in its own 
continental space. With 27 members already, and more lining up in the western 
Balkans, the EU cannot pose as a small huddle of vulnerable do-gooders sheltering 
under the wing of NATO and the United States. It has a strategic weight of its 
own and an external impact that can be experienced in many places as oppressive 
and challenging: it is moving down the road towards having potential enemies as 
well as competitors. The ESDP is better seen as one symptom, even a partly coinci-
dental one, of this macro-trend in EU evolution than as the main or only trigger 
for it. The real issue is not so much about ‘militarization’ of the Union as about an 
increasingly salient securitization of its entire identity and image, which the EU as a 
conscious organism is not yet equipped to recognize, let alone to handle maturely, 
and from which the ESDP’s small do-gooding adventures can come almost as a 
relief.

On this showing, the real charge to answer lies in the EU’s growing existential 
encroachment on others’ spheres and interests,16 combined with a continuing evasion 
of strategic responsibility. The ESDP deliberately avoided taking over responsibility for 
Europe’s own defence from NATO, an alliance that bases its credibility on strategic 
union with the very same non-European power—the United States—from whose 
strategic values the ESS so delicately distanced itself. Whatever any new treaty 
document may say about formulating a mutual military defence commitment, 
no one yet envisages the EU machinery taking charge of Europe’s total military 
inventory or planning for the direct defence of European territory any day soon. 
The new treaty language is notoriously weakened by qualifications;17 none of the 
capability plans, structures and specific operations of the ESDP is directed towards 
countering an attack on Europe itself; and it is as doubtful as ever whether the 
Europeans alone could be credible in such a role, at least without a common nuclear 
policy that few member states would contemplate today.

It may seem strange to see all this as an ethical problem, especially if one believes 
that keeping NATO and its US–Europe linkages alive is a good thing in itself. 
16 This encroachment affects institutions as well as states, as witness the thesis that part of OSCE’s current exis-

tential crisis reflects the EU’s invasion of traditional OSCE (and Council of Europe) spheres of competence.
17 The relevant language safeguards both the primacy of NATO for its European members and the special poli-

cies of the (now six) non-NATO member states.
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However, the fact remains that the EU is clinging to a ‘free-rider’ status in its own 
innermost defence affairs, and shirking the moral as well as financial and practical 
responsibilities involved, in a strategic environment that has already eaten away 
much of the rationale for this Cold War division of labour. EU coyness on ‘real’ 
defence not only raises ethical issues but risks leaving a gap in real-time defence 
provision, since NATO itself is rapidly moving out of the business both of territo-
rial defence in Europe and of active security-building with Russia (by means such 
as arms control).18

The other side of this coin is that the EU is only too ready to do things that 
hurt people for its own interests’ sake in just about any other, non-military, field 
of its collective policy. EU trade policies hurt the same weak states the EU tries 
to heal through its ESDP missions and security advice; tough EU immigration 
and asylum policies throw individuals back to the same environments that the 
Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) defines as an offence against human 
values. The EU frequently fights in the economic and trade field with the United 
States, its military protecting power. Other studies in this issue of International 
Affairs explore such areas in their own right: the point here is that the EU has 
chosen to be—with important exceptions like climate policy and some develop-
ment aid—just as self-serving in its non-defence global policies as it strives to be 
altruistic in its defence and security ones. In any other context the word hypocrisy 
would swiftly come to mind.

Finally, even when acting altruistically the EU has yet to face up to one of the 
basic moral issues about possessing deadly force: you have to use enough of it, when 
that is what the patient’s interests—to return to the earlier surgical metaphor—
demand. Choosing operations that require relatively little force and risk, or where 
the professional military component is minimized, means ignoring some of the 
literal and metaphorical cries for help that ought to mean most for a European 
sense of values: cases of manifest genocide, as in Darfur, or, indeed, violent abuses 
of human rights and human security going on just over the EU’s new frontiers in 
Chechnya or the Palestinian territories. The deliberate choice not to build up more 
reaction capacity in depth or to attend to the further stages of strategic deterrence 
also creates a risk that the EU’s modest forces could end up needing to be rescued 
themselves if things go unexpectedly wrong.

The twist that completes the moral maze is that Europe’s nations have at the 
same time continued to engage in far more robust and risky military tasks: in the 
US-led coalition in Iraq (and earlier in the Gulf War); in the NATO-led Afghan-
istan operation; or in national deployments like the UK’s 2003 intervention in 
Sierra Leone and France’s action in Côte d’Ivoire the previous December. There is 
a strong impression that the EU’s more militarily active members are deliberately 
casting the ESDP in the role of the ‘nice cop’: as the shopfront where they adver-
tise themselves as friendly and ‘safe’ interveners, with bloodied hands discreetly 

18 The point about NATO’s resiling from collective defence work in Europe is developed in Alyson J. K. Bailes, 
‘How collective is our defence?’, Sicherheit und Frieden 2: 205, pp. 90–94 (Institut für Friedensforschung und 
Sicherheitspolitik , Hamburg).
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held behind backs. This kind of double-think may be highly utilitarian in terms of 
maintaining the EU’s coherence, self-confidence and image: but this author would 
hesitate to call it ethical behaviour on the part of either the states that practise it or 
the EU that lends itself to the ploy.

All these contradictions can be pulled together by one supreme ambivalence 
in the EU’s overall strategy between doing good—through visible, active interven-
tion—and being good—that is, the assumption that the Union’s creation and survival 
is something of existential value for the world. The latter belief is not unreason-
able or ignoble, given the EU’s role in creating permanent peace among its own 
ever-multiplying members, and its demonstration value as embodying the greatest 
step the world has yet seen away from the order based on national sovereignty 
that produced all the modern era’s wars. As Robert Cooper has famously pointed 
out, however, to survive in a still largely unreconstructed world the good may 
need to pursue a kind of rational selfishness requiring acts of ‘old-style’ zero-sum 
competition, bullying and coercion or even violence towards others.19 Part of this 
solution may also consist of negative choices, that is, the deliberate avoidance of 
obligations and risks that might overstretch the capacity (or the subjective confi-
dence) of the emergent EU security community—combined, ideally, with finding 
some else (often the United States) to take on the ‘dirty work’. This conceptualiza-
tion matches remarkably well not only the way the EU uses the ESDP, but also 
the peculiarities of its pattern of action or non-action towards the former Soviet 
region and greater Middle East. It can explain the contrast between the EU’s tough 
use of non-military instruments like trade policy, which are organically linked 
with the integrated area’s own rationale and survival, and the extreme altruism of 
some uses of the European military instrument, which is, as it were, merely the 
demonstrative sweet icing on the cake.

There are, however, also criticisms to be made of Cooper’s ‘double standards’ 
model if it is seen as a prescription, rather than just a description of the compro-
mises a sui generis institution makes in a still inchoate stage of its strategic emergence. 
Treating others badly in the non-military field and dodging security challenges are 
both tactics that risk building up greater animosity and a more hazardous environ-
ment for the longer run. This could be rationalized as gaining time until the EU 
is ready to defend itself (in every sense) more robustly: but there is no certainty 
that such a collective entity will ever attain the toughness and rapidity of action 
of a single strategic power. Moreover, the EU depends at all times on consent 
and consensus among its member governments, and at least sporadically also the 
approval of its populations, and it is doubtful whether a strategy as Machiavellian 
as Cooper implied could win many votes. The evidence is that people expect the 
EU to live by, and promote, the same standards abroad that it preaches at home:20 

19 Robert Cooper, The breaking of nations: order and chaos in the twenty-first century (London: Atlantic, 2003).
20 The ‘Translatlantic Trends’ opinion poll for 2007 (http://www.transatlantictrends.org/trends/index.cfm? 

id=54, accessed 15 Oct. 2007) quotes 71% of European respondents as regarding help to establish democracy 
abroad as a proper task for the EU, while approval ratings for different possible ESDP interventions fall from 
79% for humanitarian aid in Darfur, through 59% for supporting a ceasefire in Lebanon, to only 31% for fight-
ing the Taleban in Afghanistan.
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and indeed there are many areas of policy where the Union attempts just that, 
for instance in its non-proliferation and small arms strategies, the transforma-
tional aspects of its neighbourhood policies, its formal agreements for cooperation 
with the UN on crisis management and its dialogues with other quasi-integrated 
regional organizations. There are, thus, ‘double standards’ in action even within 
the external field of EU strategy—rather than a simple ‘angel at home and devil 
abroad’ dichotomy—and such contradictions must be extremely difficult for any 
political entity to digest and sustain over the longer run.

To conclude this section, the same point can be brought home to the ESDP 
itself. It is easily forgotten that the first on the original list of generic missions for 
the ESDP (which the EU simply copied from the WEU’s ‘Petersberg tasks’21) is 
‘rescue missions’, that is, military evacuation of EU citizens from trouble-spots. 
This is a clearly self-regarding task based on the notion of Europe’s ‘being good’ 
and having a duty to preferentially protect its own.22 Further cases for such 
possible ‘selfish’ uses of combined military capacities have already emerged, as in 
the discussion over joint naval precautions against Mediterranean ‘boat people’ 
or (in a paramilitary sphere) the proposal for a joint European border guard. It is 
possible to imagine other scenarios further afield, such as the use of ESDP resources 
to keep international trade lanes open for European shipping, or to counter other 
physical interference with crucial commodity supplies. The point is not that these 
would be ‘bad’ actions per se; indeed, the sort of naval operations involved would 
have precedents in some earlier actions concerted through the WEU,23 which 
no one questioned on ethical grounds at the time. The difficulty these scenarios 
expose is, rather, that even an ESDP that shirks the self-regarding task of territo-
rial defence cannot escape the duality between actions flowing respectively from 
‘being good’ and from the desire to ‘do good’.24 It is, of course, not inherently 
impossible to draft guidelines for such a dual-purpose ESDP, but the whole of the 
EU Security Strategy is designed to dodge that issue (starting with the equation 
between Europe’s own security and ‘a better world’ in its title). No doubt it does so 
because of the huge difficulty of agreeing such principles between the EU’s big and 
small, ex-imperial and ex-colonialized,25 new and old, northern and southern and 
eastern members—who approach the external use of force with often profoundly 
different national instincts and normative frames of judgement. The temptation is 
strong to let sleeping dogs lie at this early stage in the EU’s strategic evolution. Yet 

21 The WEU defined its crisis management competence in a ministerial declaration of 1992 at Petersberg, near 
Bonn, as including rescue and humanitarian missions, peacekeeping and ‘other tasks of combat forces in crisis 
management’. This formula has also been used by the EU since the time of the Treaty of Maastricht.

22 For proposals on executing this duty outside and inside Europe see the report to the European Commission 
by Michel Barnier, ‘A European civil protection force: Europe aid’, http://ec.europa.eu/commission_barroso/
president/pdf/rapport_barnier_en.pdf, accessed 15 Oct. 2007. 

23 The reference is to the coordination through the WEU of European naval contributions to the de-mining 
of the Straits of Hormuz in 1987–8 and to the enforcement of sanctions against former Yugoslavia in 1993–6 
(details at http://www.weu.int, accessed 15 Oct. 2007).

24 Note that in the Petersberg formula, ‘humanitarian’ missions are grouped with rescue ones, separately from 
‘peacekeeping’ tasks and other ‘tasks of combat forces in crisis management’: no presumption here that peace-
keeping and enforcement tasks must also be driven by ‘human security’ motives. 

25 At least 10 of the EU’s former 15 members historically possessed territories inside or outside Europe that later 
became independent states.
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as long as there are no explicit guidelines on such matters, the ESDP remains prey 
to confusion about its true purpose and significance—including its ethical status—
and to the risk that individual ESDP decisions will aggravate the contradictions, 
misuse resources and lead in an unwanted direction.

Choice and conduct of operations

This last point leads back naturally to the question of which missions the EU has 
actually chosen to carry out and which it should select during the ESDP’s next 
phase. In the first years after the Helsinki decisions, this discussion had strong 
overtones of concern and prudence: the EU should not bite off more than it could 
chew, and it should try to avoid ‘stealing’ missions from NATO or the UN. In the 
event, NATO was only too ready to hand over its missions in the Balkans as the 
time became ripe, while the UN welcomed the EU as a possible agent under its 
political authority and a source of standby forces:26 a role the EU explored with its 
short mission of mid-2003 to Bunia in the DRC (where the UN took over after-
wards). In general—and as expected—the EU showed itself suited for tough but 
small jobs or larger low-risk ones; tasks under closer UN supervision than NATO 
would be likely to accept; and deployments that have a major civil component 
and/or demand close coordination with other civilian players and assets of the sort 
the EU understands best.

So far so good; but some normative questions remain. First, as already noted, it 
is hard to contend that the EU has chosen its missions on purely principled grounds 
such as the greatest humanitarian need, greatest benefit to the greatest number, 
greatest conformity with the principles of the EU Security Strategy and UN 
Charter, and so on. The pattern is easier to explain in terms of limited risk and cost, 
‘exercise’ and training value, relative ease of consensus within the EU, and—for 
some nations more than others—a ‘macho’ demonstration effect directed towards, 
among others, NATO. One cluster of missions lies along the EU’s own thresholds 
in the Balkans and the western post-Soviet zone where the element of strategic 
self-interest is clear. A number of EU nations, including Germany, Austria, Spain 
and doubtless some of the new members, also seem to regard missions ‘close to 
home’ as inherently more legitimate;27 but what are the moral grounds for this, 
when cases further abroad might involve greater breaches of security and human 
rights and reap greater ‘added value’ from an EU military input as such? The second 
main grouping of missions is in former colonial areas like the Congo and Aceh, 
where a moral case could be made that Europe should help with problems arguably 

26 ‘The European Union and the United Nations: the choice of multilateralism’, EU Commission document 
COM(2003) 526 final, Brussels, 10 Sept. 2003, http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/un/docs/
com03_526en.pdf, accessed 15 Oct. 2007; Council of the European Union, ‘Joint declaration on UN–EU 
co-operation in crisis management’, document 12730/03, Brussels, 19 Sept. 2003, http://register.consilium.
eu.int/pdf/en/03/st12/st12730en03.pdf, accessed 15 Oct. 2007. 

27 For more on member states’ geographical (and other) preferences see Alyson J. K. Bailes, ‘Differentiated risk 
and threat perceptions of EU members and their impact on European security cooperation’, Dis Politika–
Foreign Policy ( journal of the Foreign Policy Institute at Bilkent University, Ankara, 2005), Vol. XXIX, Nos 
3–4, 2004, pp. 35–55; http://www.foreignpolicy.org.tr/periodicals.html, accessed 15 Oct. 2007. 
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linked with the colonial heritage (recall the debate at the time of the Rwanda 
genocide). On the other hand, the return of European military forces may all too 
easily be read as ‘neo-colonial’ interference linked with the interests of remaining 
European expatriates and economic assets (France’s eagerness to find a Swedish 
commander for the intervention in Bunia seems to reflect awareness of this point). 
Third, the EU has carried out or contemplated missions in the western part of the 
former Soviet Union,28 but in circumstances that have highlighted rather than 
resolved the basic European quandary that acting with Russian approval is likely 
to be ethically (and politically) questionable, but acting against Russian wishes too 
dangerous. A final ingredient in this ethical muddle is the fact that the EU has not 
yet contemplated a mission of the most strongly humanitarian sort that recognizes 
an international ‘responsibility to protect’ in cases of genocide or severe abuse and 
neglect—a principle now explicitly accepted by the UN in its summit outcome 
declaration of September 2005.29 A policy that dodges the challenge of cases like 
Darfur cannot call itself ethical just because it has not done anything blatantly 
non-ethical in other, more tractable cases.

A separate set of questions concerns the content and manner of ESDP missions. 
The most obvious issue is how far the scale of ‘toughness’ for EU missions should 
extend, especially in terms of the degree of coercive force EU troops may have 
to use. The letter of ESDP documents, especially in the provisions of the draft 
Constitutional Treaty and its successor, certainly allows for ‘peace enforcement’ 
missions without the consent of all local parties, including perhaps cases that entail 
action against terrorists. However, the EU has never drawn up clear prescriptive 
guidelines for the degree of force to be used in different circumstances, and there 
appear to be at least three different schools of thought among its members. Some 
do not like the idea of peace enforcement and other high-risk missions at all; some 
(like the Nordic states) see the degree of force and risk as less important than having 
a watertight mandate under international law; and some appear to focus on criteria 
of urgency, utility and ‘justice’ rather than pure legality (the UK, France and some 
new EU members would fall in this group).

Important though these larger issues are, the fact remains that any deployment 
involving armed military personnel could lead to violence under certain circum-
stances. The question of use of force at the micro-level is, thus, an issue for all 
ESDP missions and raises problems familiar from the general literature on peace 
operations.30 A respectable institution should wish its troops to use minimum 
force; but if they do not use enough to protect themselves they compromise the 
mission’s efficiency, and if they use too little to protect innocent locals they forfeit 
both efficiency and legitimacy (the Srebrenica syndrome). Not all EU countries’ 
troops have equal experience and training in the literally hair-trigger judgements 
28 Apart from the EUROJUST-Themis mission in Georgia and EU customs assistance on the Moldova–Ukraine 

border, the EU has twice now considered a peacekeeping operation in Moldova to help solve the Trans-
Dniester dispute.

29 Evacuation missions or those with an invitation from the local state would not normally require a mandate. At 
the other extreme, the EU in its stated strategy—though not all of its individual members—seems clearly to 
reject the notion of ‘pre-emption’ operations undertaken in Europe’s own interest.

30 See e.g. Trevor Findley, The use of force in UN peace operations (Oxford: Oxford University Press/SIPRI, 2002).
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that are often needed in these situations, and not all their publics at home have the 
same feelings about them. An incident during an ESDP mission where EU troops 
either suffered, or caused, many casualties could not only tarnish the EU’s image, 
but also badly shake the intra-European confidence and solidarity on which the 
ESDP relies. Short of this extreme, it is important for the ‘do-gooding’ quality 
of EU deployments that its military should have an exemplary attitude towards 
cooperation with civilian elements in the field (of EU or other origin) and with the 
local authorities;31 that they should respect the Geneva Convention, the human-
itarian laws of war, humanitarian limitations on armaments and restrictions on 
arms transfer; and that they should not engage in corrupt activities like smuggling, 
bribe-taking or sexual exploitation (these last points, of course, apply equally to 
the EU’s civilian representatives).32 The ‘end-state’ that the troops, and any other 
EU representatives and instruments in the field, seek to produce should reflect the 
governance norms proclaimed by the EU in such fields as democratic pluralism; 
human, civil, religious and minority rights; rule of law; freedom of economic 
activity; and gender equality. As an extreme illustration of this point, it clearly 
would not be compatible with the EU’s values and image to try to acquire virtual 
colonies, protectorates, proxy states or extraterritorial basing rights as the result 
of its interventions. (Recruiting new member states would be seen by most as a 
different question, and indeed as a sign of the EU’s generosity—even, perhaps, 
excessive generosity.) Some of the issues involved here should, if rather belat-
edly, be clarified by the work the EU is currently doing to develop its doctrine 
of security sector reform—to be applied mainly, if not only, in nations emerging 
from conflict.33 

The EU and armaments

Three remaining issues will now be dealt with more briefly, starting with the 
EU’s rapidly developing involvement with the weapons of war. Since the ESDP’s 
goals were from the outset defined in terms of capabilities, including the associ-
ated hardware, the 1999 decisions brought the defence industry more directly 
into the centre of European policy-making than the European Commission had 
managed to do in years of trying to stretch its industrial policy competence in that 
direction. Even so—and even given the need to clarify the fate of the armaments 
groups associated with the WEU—it is noteworthy that member states were 
able to agree as early as autumn 2003 on the creation of the EU’s own European 

31 Civil–military(–police) coordination during peace missions is a major and continuing preoccupation for the 
EU. See R. Dwan, ‘Civilian tasks and capabilities in EU operations’, paper presented at an expert seminar, 
‘Towards a global security policy for Europe: tasks and capabilities’, Berlin, 18–19 May 2004, and the report on 
‘A human security doctrine for Europe’.

32 All these criteria are further discussed in Alyson J. K. Bailes, ‘European defence: another set of questions’, 
RUSI Journal, London, no. 1, 2000.

33 A first EU concept of SSR in the ESDP context was adopted in November 2005 and a mission specifically 
devoted to SSR has been launched in the Congo, but work is still under way on cross-pillar implementation 
of the concept. See Philipp Fluri and David Spence, eds, The European Union and security sector reform (London: 
John Harper, forthcoming 2007).
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Defence Agency.34 Member states outside NATO with strong ‘peace’ policies like 
Sweden and Finland were, moreover, among the first to jostle for leading positions 
in the new organ. The EDA itself has shown some sensitivity to the effects on the 
EU’s image of this new direct patronage of the arms industry, by including in its 
first ‘Long Term Vision’ document a reference to the importance of EU-approved 
defence industrial programmes staying within the confines set by international 
arms control and humanitarian instruments.35 The EU has, in fact, continued to 
play a rather forward role in international efforts for restraint in the arms trade, 
through further refinements of its 1998 Code of Conduct on conventional arms 
exports,36 and a new regulation prohibiting the export of items designed or usable 
for torture, as well as by sponsoring global initiatives like that for an arms trade 
treaty (ATT). It has continued to fight against the use and development of weapons 
that are objectionable on humanitarian grounds (like landmines and lasers),37 
against the trade in small arms and light weapons,38 and against the various perils 
associated with weapons of mass destruction.39 

However, here also there are two levels of ethical contradiction. First, the EU’s 
own nations are conspicuously divided on where the line should be drawn between 
positive defence cooperation with outside powers ( justified by the EU’s gener-
ally ‘being good’ as well as by the putative needs of peace operations) on the one 
hand, and the arguments for restraint and respect for third parties’ strategic inter-
ests (‘doing good’) on the other hand. The classic and still unresolved case is the 
debate over whether the EU should abandon its arms sales embargo against China, 
imposed after the Tiananmen events and still strongly supported by Washington, 
or should rely when making judgements on sales to China—as in respect of all 
other states—upon the strongest possible versions of its existing conventional and 
dual-use arms export codes. The second and larger structural problem is that the 
EU’s arms control and export control efforts are conducted in different bureaucratic 
compartments (of the second and first ‘pillars’ respectively) from the  development 
of the ESDP, including the EDA.40 Considerable thought needs to be given to a 
more holistic and coordinated handling and, crucially, external presentation of these 
34 Council decision of 17 Nov. 2003 creating a team to prepare for the establishment of the agency in the field 

of defence capabilities development, research, acquisition and armaments, 3 Dec. 2003, Official Journal of the 
European Union, L 318/19 (3 Dec. 2003), http://europa.eu.int/eur-lex/en/archive/2003/l_31820031203en.html, 
accessed 15 Oct. 2007. 

35 Text of the Long Term Vision approved on 3 Oct. 2006 is at http://www.eda.europa.eu/genericitem.
aspx?area=Organisation&id=146, accessed 15 Oct. 2007.

36 See S. Bauer and M. Bromley, ‘The European Union Code of Conduct on Arms Exports: improving the 
annual report’, SIPRI policy paper 8, Nov. 2004, http://www.sipri.org, accessed 15 Oct. 2007.

37 Council decision of 12 May 1995 concerning the Joint Action adopted by the Council on the basis of article J.3 
of the Treaty on European Union on anti-personnel mines, 95/170/CFSP; Common Position of 18 September 
1995 defined by the Council on the basis of article J.2 of the Treaty on European Union, concerning blinding 
lasers, 95/379/CFSP.

38 Joint Action of 17 Dec. 1998 adopted by the Council on the basis of article J.3 of the Treaty on European 
Union on the EU’s contribution to combating the destabilizing accumulation and spread of small arms and 
light weapons, 1999/34/CFSP.

39 The EU’s strategy against WMD proliferation was adopted by the European Council in December 2003: 
http://ue.eu.int/cms3_applications/Applications/newsRoom/LoadDocument.asp?directory=en/misc/&file 
name=78340.pdf, accessed 15 Oct. 2007.

40 Within most EU states, defence sales and procurement are handled separately from defence policy in general 
and from both export control and arms control policies.
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different facets of the EU’s arms-related policies if it is not to come across as an 
organization that is simply hell-bent on arming its own forces better, and almost 
equally ready to arm others. It would help a lot if more actual ESDP deploy-
ments could be designed for purposes linked with demobilization, disarmament, 
monitoring and other arms control assistance—a type of mission actually flagged 
in the text of the draft Constitutional Treaty.41

EU ‘homeland security’

A further space for ‘joining-up’ lies between the ESDP as originally conceived 
and the increasingly ‘securitized’ interior policies of the Union, including anti-
terrorism policy; other aspects of justice, liberty and security affairs ( JLS, formerly 
justice and home affairs [ JHA]); handling of civil emergencies, including natural 
disasters; environmental protection and climate-related restraints; immigration 
and asylum control; transport and aviation security; and so forth. When the ESDP 
began, no such interface was discussed or intended: but the events of 11 September 
2001 and—more decisively—major terrorist strikes in the EU itself, such as the 
bombings of 11 March 2004 in Madrid and 7 July 2005 in London, have left the EU 
with a much clearer concept of its self-regarding duty to protect the ‘good’ against 
such threats than can be found in the still-ambivalent external military field. Most 
notably, the Madrid events prompted the EU’s leaders to adopt immediately an 
idea first embodied in the draft Constitution: a ‘solidarity’ pledge by all EU states 
to come to the help of other members when requested in the event of terrorist 
attacks or other man-made or natural disasters, using all means at their disposal 
and not excluding military ones.42 The development of any actual military plans 
or exercises for the purpose has, however, been understandably slow, not least 
because of political and cultural issues that have their own ethical overtones. For 
some EU citizens who have experienced home-grown armed terrorism, as in 
Britain and Spain, there could hardly be a more legitimate function for armed 
forces—national or European—than to defend against such ‘enemies within’.43 
In other countries, often for historical reasons, military actions on home soil—
except following enemy invasion—are strictly curtailed by law and viewed with 

41 According to article I-41(1) of the Constitution, which the initial discussions on a reform treaty did not seek 
to amend, the EU can use the operational capacity of the ESDP for missions outside the Union ‘for peace-
keeping, conflict prevention and strengthening international security in accordance with the principles of the 
United Nations Charter’. Article III-309(1) provides that such missions ‘shall include joint disarmament opera-
tions, humanitarian and rescue tasks, military advice and assistance tasks, conflict prevention and peace-keeping 
tasks, tasks of combat forces in crisis management, including peace-making and post-conflict stabilisation’ 
(emphasis added).

42 European Council, ‘Declaration on combating terrorism’, Brussels, 25 March 2004, http://ue.eu.int/ueDocs/
cmsUpload/79635.pdf, accessed 15 Oct. 2007. See also Council of the European Union, ‘Brussels European 
Council 17 and 18 June 2004, Presidency Conclusions’, document 10679/04, Brussels, 18 June 2004, http://
ue.eu.int/ueDocs/cms_Data/docs/pressData/en/ec/81035.pdf.

43 Typically, such countries have well-developed rules on the subordination of military forces executing such 
tasks to the civil authorities, and detailed ‘rules of engagement’ for their behaviour. See the chapters by 
Magnus Ekengren and Anja Dalgaard-Nielsen in Alyson J. K. Bailes, Gunilla Herolf and Bengt Sundelius, eds, 
The Nordic countries and the European Security and Defence Policy (Oxford: Oxford University Press/SIPRI, Spring 
2005).
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great normative suspicion, though military help with natural disasters or accidents 
is less  problematic.

This is not the place to judge or predict whether an EU-wide norm can be 
built, and hence a base be provided, for serious multilateral military planning and 
cooperation in internal ‘deployments’ of this kind. Rather, the point is that the 
ethical correctness of military action within EU territory is now an issue that can 
no longer be evaded or separated strictly from the issues overhanging external 
ESDP deployments: a large disaster could indeed call for coordinated troop action 
both within and beyond EU frontiers. How to handle these connections needs 
much careful thought, not least since other aspects of concerted EU internal 
policies have aroused many ethical attacks and concerns of their own related, for 
instance, to the norms of justice, non-discrimination, personal privacy and other 
individual rights.

Norms of governance

One final area where the ESDP may so far have too easily evaded criticism is that 
of political and democratic control. The EU’s ‘upward’ accountability has not thus 
far been an issue, since the Union has been ready and able to work under legally 
sound UN mandates—even if the ESDP’s own rules leave some wriggle room for 
other scenarios in future—but answerability within the European polity is another 
question. It was often argued before 1999 that the EU could not have a common 
defence policy until it truly had a common foreign one: but in the event, the EU 
acquired a military tool a good three years before it adopted a strategy setting out 
what to do with it. At the day-to-day level in Brussels, the important principle of 
political control of the military was served by making the central decision-making 
organ an intergovernmental committee of civilian ambassadors (the Political and 
Security Committee, PSC or, in French, COPS), which also supervises the CFSP 
and can thus in principle see the military element as just one tool of a broader 
European diplomacy.44 However, a more complete integration and coordina-
tion of all the EU’s potential instruments, including trade and aid, has remained 
elusive—at any level below the European Council—because of the division of 
these powers among parts of all three ‘pillars’ of EU governance, in most of which 
the European Commission has far greater control than it does within the ESDP. 
It is thus at least theoretically possible that governments might choose an ESDP 
action as an answer to a particular external challenge without being able fully to 
weigh the merits of the military approach against other sets of EU options—and, 
of course, vice versa.

Had the Constitutional Treaty entered into force when originally planned, it 
would have helped matters to the extent of concentrating all the strands, staffs and 
resources of CFSP in the hands of an EU ‘foreign minister’ who in turn might 
be more directly and clearly answerable to the EU’s political leaders and their 

44 On a similar principle, the EU Military Staff was created as part of the EU Council Secretariat answering to 
the (civilian) Secretary General and CFSP High Representative. 
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peoples (and would also be a vice-president of the Commission). However, even if 
belatedly achieved now, this change will not of itself solve either the inter-pillar 
problem or the other problems that some analysts see regarding parliamentary and 
public control. Neither the European Parliament nor most national parliaments 
in Europe have consultation rights on the launching of military (or civilian) inter-
ventions, nor do they control access to the necessary financial resources at least for 
funding initial deployments.45 Public information, let alone public consultation or 
accountability, has been a weak aspect of the collective development of the ESDP 
so far, and individual governments have made little apparent effort to educate 
or debate with their populations on what is happening—though slightly more 
was done to publicize the new EU Security Strategy.46 European voters did use 
their chance to pass judgement on recent EU policy developments in the various 
national referendums on the draft Constitutional Treaty, but the evidence does 
not suggest that either the ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ votes that followed were addressed to any 
aspect of the ESDP in particular.47 It is at least arguable that this lack of (direct) 
grounding in public opinion and democratic institutions is a normative weakness of 
the ESDP and a bad signal to be giving to the rest of the world, as well as making 
EU governments more vulnerable to public incomprehension and backlash should 
things go wrong.

In conclusion: ‘real’ defence as the ultimate problem or solution?

In closing, it is tempting to revert to the question of the EU’s possible evolution 
into a ‘real’ collective defence community for its members. Would that make it 
more or less a ‘force for good’ in the world? An EU armed to defend its own 
territory would look more thoroughly ‘militarized’ than anything imaginable 
today and would risk acquiring more overt enemies than at present—among both 
those it might have to resist, and those it might unintentionally intimidate. Any 
pretence that EU military capabilities, and other elements of EU strategy, have no 
connection to Europe’s own selfish interests would be swept away. Against these 
obvious normative challenges, just three thoughts in the opposite direction may 
be offered. First, many ordinary people in Europe consider the protection of one’s 
own territory—defence as a ‘shield’—to be the most obviously legitimate use of 
military forces. Second, the EU, like NATO in the past, would be approaching 
the task on the basis of a multilaterally integrated, ‘one for all and all for one’ 
system that would continue to provide a bulwark against war within Europe, or any 
other symptom of military ‘renationalization’. Third, the EU cannot be a ‘force for 
good’ in the world unless it (1) survives and (2) has surplus security to export both 
to neighbours and to more distant regions. If the day comes when Europe fulfils 
45 On parliamentary control see Hans Born and Heiner Hänggi, eds, Double democratic deficit: parliamentary account-

ability of the use of force under international auspices (London: Ashgate, 2004).
46 The strategy was discussed in three public seminars before intergovernmental negotiation on the text was 

completed, and copies were distributed in all EU languages after its adoption.
47 Public concerns about security clearly affected the negative votes, but the issues raised were about social and 

economic security and cohesion—among other things in the face of enlargement—rather than traditional 
defence.
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the first as well as the second condition by itself, it is not immediately apparent 
why the result should be more morally questionable than paying dues for the same 
purpose to the United States. Given the kind of United States that is on offer today 
and the dues that its recent policies have exacted from Europe in every sense, quite 
a few Europeans might even consider the alternative a better prospect.






